




It is 1919. In the heart of the Japanese Ono region 
the clang of hammering from blacksmith Katsuji 
Miyawaki echoes on the surrounding mountains. 
The first Silky saw is born.

Hundred years later, the third generation Miyawaki 
forges saws of unrivalled quality. The hammers have 
evolved into the most modern, patented techniques 
– the passion and dedication remain.

From arborist high in the tree to gardener in the 
backyard. From bushcrafter deep into the forest to 
furniture maker in the workshop. Worldwide, many 
enthusiasts rely on the pull saws of Silky.

@bushcraftturk
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NON-SET TEETH
The teeth are ground in the blade with precision, 
each with 4 cutting surfaces. The teeth are “non-
set” (in compare to a classic Western saw), so that 
the cutting surface cuts straight into the wood, and 
destroys about 50% less wood cells in the process. 
The blades are ground biconcave: the bottom part of 
the blade is thickest, the top part slightly thinner and 
the blade is thinnest in the middle. 

IMPULSE HARDENED
The tips of the teeth are heated up to a very high 
temperature for a split second. As only the tip (or in 
other words the cutting part) of the tooth is heated, 
the rest of the tooth keeps its cutting quality but 
also its flexibility. Induction hardened teeth have 
a lifespan of three times that of non-treated teeth. 
They cannot be sharpened and are recognizable by 
the black teeth tips.

CHROME COATING
The chrome plating on the saw blade makes the 
surface of the blade extremely hard and longwearing, 
while reducing frictions and increasing the lifetime of 
the blade. Furthermore, the chrome plating protects 
the blade from rusting and resin. Before applying the 
chrome plating, Silky polishes the blade as smooth 
as silk. This makes that the blade encounters even 
less resistance in the wood while sawing. 

NICKEL COATING
The advantage of nickel is that this material pours 
well into the edges. Therefore, the nickel coating is 
equal all over the blade and that ensures a smooth 
surface and less material wastage. The nickel plating 
is applied after the teeth are ground into the blade. In 
doing so, the teeth will remain sharp for a long time 
and are protected against rust.

GENKI GRIP
A number of Silky saws (Tsurugi – Temagari) and 
axes / machetes (Nata – Ono – Yoki) are equipped 
with the unique Genki grip. This grip consists of two 
parts that can be zipped off the blade and placed on 
a new one without the use of tools. The rubber Genki 
grip absorbs the sawing vibrations to a maximum as 
no screws or bolts are attached that could guide the 
vibrations. The Genki grip offers a superior grip, even 
in wet conditions or while wearing gloves.

“GOM” HANDLE
The GOM rubber handle absorbs sawing vibrations 
and offers a superior grip, even in wet conditions or 
while wearing gloves. Moreover, this handle always 
feels comfortably warm, even in extremely cold 
temperatures.
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SHARPENABLE
When the teeth are not induction hardened, they 
can be sharpened with the special Silky file. Check 
www.silky-europe.com for an overview of all saws 
that can be sharpened and for instructions on how 
to file a Silky saw.

3D-ROLLER
The three rollers provide a smoother action when 
inserting the saw in the scabbard from any angle. 
The tri-roller system includes a locking mechanism 
that prevents the saw from accidentally falling out.

RUBBER JACKET
Light and comfortable rubber grip with rigid 
aluminum chassis. 



SILKY TECHNIQUE
THE

SILKY

TECHNIQUE
Silky saws are designed to cut on the pull stroke. 
At the first stroke you place the pull saw so that 
the teeth closest to the handle grab the wood first. 
After the first pull stroke you slide the saw back to 
the starting position by a soft push stroke (without 
force). During the pull stroke the thin blade will not 
bend because there is no lateral tension. The blade 
just follows the cut. 

If the saw ever gets caught, never push hard or 
wrench, this may lead to lateral tensions which can 
damage or brake the blade. Always lift the weight off 
the blade to release the saw.

The Silky saw guarantees a fine kerf and requires 
little force. Do not burden, just let the saw do the 
work. You will feel less tired and it lengthens the life 
of the saw.

Slide

Do not twist or turn 

Pull
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SAW

MAINTENANCE
Treat your saw with love. 

The blade must be kept clean, otherwise the cutting 
action will be lost. Resin dissolves in olive oil, which 
is an effective and environmental friendly way to 
maintain the blade with. Be aware that if you use 
more aggressive liquids it can damage the rubber 
material of the handle.

When not using the saw, make sure it is dry at all 
times. Store the saw in its scabbard in a dry place.

Keep out of reach of children.

SHARPENING

THE TEETH
Teeth that are not induction hardened, can be 
sharpened with the Silky file. Check the packaging 
for the file icon. The teeth of a Silky saw are ground 
in 4 angles. These angles also vary by saw, so the 
filing is very precise. First start filing the teeth at the 
surface (1), then finish with the top surface on the 
tips (2). For the optimal result, file along the surface 
a few times. Only use pressure on the forward stroke, 
as indicated by the arrows.

For saws with chrome coating, you can recognize 
the not induction hardened teeth by the absence 
of the black tips on the teeth. For saws with nickel 
coating, keep in mind that the harder layer (2 mu) 
first must be filed away.

1 1

2
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HOW TO CHOOSE

STEP 1

FIXED OR FOLDING
Fixed saws are mainly used for bigger jobs. The 
blade is mostly full tang and runs through the handle, 
which makes the saw extremely strong.

Folding saws are lightweight and compact, which 
make them easy to store and to carry with you.  

STEP 2

TEETH SIZE
Teeth size directly corresponds with certain kinds of 
wood. Large teeth (indicated by smaller numbers, 
such as 6 teeth in 30 mm) rip rapidly through fresh 
wood, but will have a harder time in dry or hard 
wood. Fine teeth, in the 13-32 teeth per 30 mm range 
are suited for hard wood. Medium teeth, like 10 teeth 
per 30 mm is a good compromise, enabling the teeth 
to handle anything with a minimum speed loss.
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STEP 4

BLADE LENGTH
Divide the blade length by two and you know the 
maximum diameter of wood you can saw with that 
blade.

For example, a 24 cm blade will saw up to 12 cm in 
diameter branches with ease. When sawing larger 
diameters with that blade, you will notice that you 
have little capacity to make good strokes.

STEP 3

STRAIGHT OR CURVE
Traditionally, a straight blade is for all work between 
your knees and shoulders, while a curved blade is 
better for working below your knees or above your 
shoulders. A straight blade can be more precise, 
but many people find a curved blade bites more 
aggressively into the wood.
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A fixed saw belongs to the basic equipment of 
arborist and professional gardeners worldwide. In 
many cases, it is more efficient to use a powerful 
hand saw over a chainsaw. A fixed saw is lightweight 
and compact for easy carrying and there is no oil, 
gasoline, noise or pollution involved. Silky’s teeth 
design makes it possible to saw at high speed and 
leave behind a smooth and clean cut at the same 
time.

All fixed saws include a durable scabbard in which 
the saw is well secured and can be attached to your 
belt or harness. The saw can still easily be taken 
from the scabbard with just one hand.

When you are in doubt between a fixed or a folding 
saw, ask yourself what you find more important: 
solidity or compactness. The blade of a fixed saw is 
mostly full tang and runs through the handle, giving 
you more strength and control over the blade. That is 
why a fixed saw is mainly used for bigger jobs.

FIXED SAWS
THE



GOMTARO
THE

 1 : 1

GOMTARO FINE 330 - 13
Ref. KSI310433

GOMTARO FINE 270 - 13
Ref. KSI310427

GOMTARO FINE 300 - 13
Ref. KSI310430

GOMTARO FINE 240 - 13
Ref. KSI310424

THE

GOMTARO
The blade design of the Gomtaro makes this saw 
perfect for formative pruning in a tree’s early years. 
With the straight blade you can work very precisely 
and leave behind a smooth and clean cut.

The Gomtaro with red bolts indicate that they have 
large teeth, of 8 teeth per 30 mm. These large teeth 
accel in fresh and soft wood.

The Gomtaro with silver bolts indicate that they have 
fine teeth, of 13 teeth per 30 mm. These fine teeth 
are suited for seasoned or hard wood, like most fruit 
trees.

The Gomtaro Root also have silver bolts, but has 
large teeth that are double hardened. This makes the 
saw extra resistant in rough conditions, like cutting 
roots.

The full tang blade of the Gomtaro runs through the 
handle for precise control. 

PRIMARILY INTENDED FOR:

GOMTARO LARGE TEETH

 1 : 1

GOMTARO FINE TEETH

GOMTARO 330 - 8
Ref. KSI310233

GOMTARO 270 - 8
Ref. KSI310227

GOMTARO 300 - 8
Ref. KSI310230

GOMTARO 240 - 8
Ref. KSI310224

GOMTARO 210 - 8
Ref. KSI310221

GOMTARO 180 - 8
Ref. KSI310218

GOMTARO ROOT 240 - 8 (extra strong for root cutting)
Ref. KSI315324
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GOMTARO

GOMTARO 270 - 8 AND GOMTARO FINE 270 - 13

Scabbard included

HANDLE
Ref. KSI310555N

BOLT 
Ref. KSI310540

BLADE (All replacement blades are separately 
available, see: www.silky-europe.com)

SPARE PARTS
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GOMTARO
THE

 1 : 1

GOMTARO PRO-SENTEI 300 - 8 - 14
Ref. KSI310830

GOMTARO PRO-SENTEI 240 - 8 - 14
Ref. KSI310824

THE

GOMTARO
The Gomtaro Pro-Sentei is based on the Gomtaro, 
but has several key features that make this a stand 
out saw. The fine teeth at the end of the blade 
are ideal to cut small twigs, so you do not have to 
switch that often between your saw and secateurs 
anymore. These fine teeth can also be used to make 
an undercut or to start the cut, after which you can 
saw rapidly through the wood with the larger teeth 
on the blade.

Another special edition is the Gomtaro Nidangiri. It 
has an extra row of teeth (with medium teeth) on the 
upper side of the blade. Without turning your wrist, 
you can make an undercut so that the bark does not 
tear off when the branch falls.

PRIMARILY INTENDED FOR:

GOMTARO NIDANGIRI

 1 : 1

GOMTARO PRO-SENTEI

GOMTARO NIDANGIRI 270 - 8 + 10 
Ref. KSI340927

SPECIALIZED

SPECIALIZED
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GOMTARO PRO-SENTEI 300 - 8 - 14 AND GOMTARO NIDANGIRI 270 - 8 + 10

HANDLE
Ref. KSI310555N

BOLT 
Ref. KSI310540

SPARE PARTS

Scabbard included

BLADE (All replacement blades are separately 
available, see: www.silky-europe.com)
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TSURUGI
THE

 1 : 1

TSURUGI 400 - 10
Ref. KSI345240

TSURUGI 200 - 10
Ref. KSI345220

TSURUGI 300 - 10
Ref. KSI345230

THE

TSURUGI
The Tsurugi is characterized by the narrow blade, 
an ingenious design that enables precision without 
sacrificing performance.

The combination of the rigid straight blade and the 
revolver-style handle is ideal for precision work. With 
the narrow blade of this saw, you will be capable 
of meticulous pruning in the most densely grown 
spaces, without damaging surrounding branches.

The Tsurugi with large teeth is identified by the red 
handle and is designed for fast cutting in fresh wood. 
The Tsurugi with   medium teeth can be recognized 
by the yellow handle and is intended for a mixture of 
both fresh and dead wood.

Both versions are available in three different blade 
lengths. The comfortable Genki grip can easily 
zipped of the blade and absorbs vibrations.

PRIMARILY INTENDED FOR:

TSURUGI LARGE TEETH

 1 : 1

TSURUGI MEDIUM TEETH

TSURUGI 400 - 8
Ref. KSI345040

TSURUGI 200 - 8
Ref. KSI345020

TSURUGI 300 - 8
Ref. KSI345030
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TSURUGI

TSURUGI 300 - 8 AND TSURUGI 300 - 10

HANDLE RED
Ref. KZSI45001 

HANDLE YELLOW
Ref. KZSI45002

SPARE PARTS

BLADE (All replacement blades are separately 
available, see: www.silky-europe.com)

Aluminum Scabbard included
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 1 : 1

TSURUGI CURVE 330 - 10
Ref. KSI345633

TSURUGI CURVE 210 - 10
Ref. KSI345621

TSURUGI CURVE 270 - 10
Ref. KSI345627

THE

TSURUGI
The Tsurugi Curve is characterized by the narrow 
blade, an ingenious design that enables precision 
without sacrificing performance.

The combination of the rigid curved blade and the 
revolver-style handle with Genki grip is ideal for 
work above the shoulder and below the knee. With 
the narrow blade of this saw, you are capable of 
working with precision in the most densely grown 
spaces, without damaging surrounding branches.

The Tsurugi Curve is available with large or medium 
teeth and has a choice of different blade lengths. 
In some sizes, the curved scabbards are available 
in both right (silver stripes) and left (gold stripes) 
handed versions. All saws can of course be used by 
left and right handed people alike.

PRIMARILY INTENDED FOR:

TSURUGI CURVE LARGE TEETH

 1 : 1

TSURUGI CURVE MEDIUM TEETH

TSURUGI CURVE 330 - 7.5
Ref. KSI345433

TSURUGI CURVE 210 - 7.5
Ref. KSI345421

TSURUGI CURVE 270 - 7.5
Ref. KSI345427

TSURUGI CURVE 375 - 6.5 (larger teeth and extra long)
Ref. KSI345437

TSURUGI CURVE LEFTY 330 - 7.5
Ref. KSI345833

TSURUGI
THE

CURVE

CURVE

TSURUGI CURVE LEFTY 375 - 6.5 (larger teeth and extra long)
Ref. KSI345837
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TSURUGI

TSURUGI CURVE 270 - 7.5 AND TSURUGI CURVE 270 - 10

Aluminum Scabbard included

HANDLE RED
Ref. KZSI45001 

HANDLE YELLOW
Ref. KZSI45002

SPARE PARTS

BLADE (All replacement blades are separately 
available, see: www.silky-europe.com)
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ZÜBAT
THE

 1 : 1
THE

ZÜBAT
The Zübat is everything you could wish for in a 
pruning saw. A versatile, powerful pull saw to be 
used during both precision pruning in tighter spaces 
and larger removals.

The main Zübat is characterized by a curved blade 
equipped with large teeth, 7.5 per 30 mm, that 
aggressively bites into fresh wood and tears through 
it in no time. The tip of the saw is designed to keep 
the blade in the cut. The blade runs through the 
comfortable GOM rubber handle, giving stability 
and strength while absorbing any vibrations. The 
teeth will stay sharp, even with frequent intense use 
and leave behind a smooth cut.

The Zübat is available in many sizes. The most 
compact Zübat is the 240 mm blade length, which 
can be used for branches up to 120 mm in diameter. 
The most popular size is somewhat larger though, 
330 mm, which can handle thick branches of up to 
165 mm in diameter!

PRIMARILY INTENDED FOR:

ZÜBAT

ZÜBAT 330 - 7.5
Ref. KSI327033

ZÜBAT 270 - 7.5
Ref. KSI327027

ZÜBAT 300 - 7.5
Ref. KSI327030

ZÜBAT 240 - 7.5
Ref. KSI327024

ZÜBAT 390 - 7.5 (extra long with special scabbard)
Ref. KSI327039
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ZÜBAT

ZÜBAT 300 - 7.5

Scabbard included

HANDLE
Ref. KZSI2700415

BOLT 
Ref. KSI310540

SPARE PARTS

BLADE (All replacement blades are separately 
available, see: www.silky-europe.com)
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 1 : 1
THE

ZÜBAT
The Zübat Arborist has extra large teeth, 5.5 teeth 
per 30 mm, designed for fresh and soft wood. The 
blade length is 330 mm. You can recognize it by the 
shiny chrome bolts

The other special Zübat is recognizable by its matte 
silver bolts. It is the fine teeth version, equipped with 
10 teeth per 30 mm. This means it can handle fresh 
wood, but also harder and seasoned wood, like most 
fruit trees.

PRIMARILY INTENDED FOR:

ZÜBAT ARBORIST EXTRA LARGE TEETH

ZÜBAT ARBORIST 330 - 5.5 (extra large teeth)
Ref. KSI372233

ZÜBAT
THE

SPECIALIZED

 1 : 1

ZÜBAT FINE TEETH

ZÜBAT FINE 330 - 10 
Ref. KSI327833

SPECIALIZED
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ZÜBAT

ZÜBAT ARBORIST 330 - 5.5 AND ZÜBAT FINE 330 - 10

Scabbard included

HANDLE
Ref. KZSI2700415

BOLT
Ref. KSI310540

SPARE PARTS

BLADE (All replacement blades are separately 
available, see: www.silky-europe.com)
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GUN-FIGHTER
THE

 1 : 1
THE

GUN-FIGHTER
This iconic saw has a slightly curved blade with 
progressive teeth from 8.5 to 6 teeth per 30 mm. 
Progressive teeth help you to make the first cut into 
the wood with the finer teeth close to the handle and 
larger teeth at the end of the blade to saw on full 
speed.

The revolver grip gives a great feeling while sawing. 
The steel is covered with GOM-rubber to reduce 
vibrations and provide a superior grip that always 
feels warm, even in cold and wet conditions.

There are 3 blade lengths available in the Gun-
fighter series: 270, 300 and 330 mm. Choose the 
blade length that is maximum double the diameter 
of the branches that you want to saw.

PRIMARILY INTENDED FOR:

GUN-FIGHTER

GUN-FIGHTER 330 - 8.5 - 6 
Ref. KSI673033

GUN-FIGHTER 270 - 8.5 - 6
Ref. KSI673027

GUN-FIGHTER 300 - 8.5 - 6
Ref. KSI673030
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GUN-FIGHTER

GUN-FIGHTER 300 - 8.5 - 6

Scabbard included

SPARE PARTS

BLADE (All replacement blades are separately 
available, see: www.silky-europe.com)
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NATANOKO
THE

 1 : 1
THE

NATANOKO 60
The strong saw blade of the Natanoko is very rigid, 
due to the high back, and has extra-large teeth to rip 
through thick tree trunks effortlessly. The large 7.5 
teeth per 30 mm rip through fresh wood. Although 
the teeth remain sharp for a long time, they can be 
sharpened with the Silky file.

The big rubber handle absorbs vibrations, offers grip, 
and feels comfortable. The blade can be replaced 
within seconds by turning the rotary knob on the 
handle. No tools necessary.

The scabbard has been designed in such a way, so 
that the saw will not fall out, even when you are in 
difficult positions while climbing. As soon as you 
need the saw, you can pull it out of its scabbard 
easily with just one hand, by pressing your thumb on 
the button on the side. 

PRIMARILY INTENDED FOR:

NATANOKO 60

NATANOKO 60 330 - 8 - 7
Ref. KSI312933

NATANOKO 60 300 - 7.5
Ref. KSI312930

60
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NATANOKO

NATANOKO 60 330 - 8 - 7

Scabbard included

HANDLE
Ref. KSI312997N

BOLT 
Ref. KSI312931

SPARE PARTS

BLADE (All replacement blades are separately 
available, see: www.silky-europe.com)
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 1 : 1
THE

NATANOKO 2000
The Natanoko 2000 is really an unique saw. The 
curve of the blade adds speed, but retains precision 
from being only a slight curve (radius 2000mm). The 
strong saw blade is very rigid, due to the high back, 
and has extra-large teeth to rip through thick tree 
trunks effortlessly.

The big rubber handle absorbs vibrations, offers grip, 
and feels comfortable. The blade can be replaced 
within seconds by turning the rotary knob on the 
handle. No tools necessary.

The scabbard has been designed in such a way, so 
that the saw will not fall out, even when you are in 
difficult positions while climbing. As soon as you 
need the saw, you can pull it out of its scabbard 
easily with just one hand, by pressing your thumb 
on the button on the side. Do not forget to order the 
available leg straps to always have your Natanoko at 
hand. (page 106)

PRIMARILY INTENDED FOR:

NATANOKO 2000

NATANOKO 2000 330 - 6.5
Ref. KSI340133

NATANOKO
THE

2000
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NATANOKO

NATANOKO 2000 330 - 6.5

Scabbard included

HANDLE
Ref. KSI312997N

BOLT 
Ref. KSI312931

SPARE PARTS

BLADE (All replacement blades are separately 
available, see: www.silky-europe.com)
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SUGOI
THE

 1 : 1
THE

SUGOI
Sugoi literally means ‘exceptionally good’. Because 
of its aggressive teeth and orange stripes on the 
handle, arborists have given this saw the name ‘Tree 
tiger’.

The Sugoi comes in two sizes, 360 mm and 420 mm. 
360 mm blade with sickle and progressive teeth and 
the longer 420 mm blade, that can be used to saw 
branches up to 210 mm in diameter! 

The comfortable rubber-molded handle absorbs 
vibrations and offers lots of grip, even when wearing 
gloves and under wet and cold conditions. The 
D-ring in the handle gives you the option to secure 
the saw extra. The yellow scabbard is well visible 
and can be attached to your harness or to your leg 
with the provided leg straps.

PRIMARILY INTENDED FOR:

SUGOI

SUGOI 420 - 6.5
Ref. KSI639042

SUGOI 360 - 6.5 - 5.5
Ref. KSI639036
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SUGOI

SUGOI 420 - 6.5 AND SUGOI 360 - 6.5 - 5.5

Scabbard included

HANDLE
Ref. KZSI639003

SCREW
Ref. KSI327739

BLADE (All replacement blades
are separately available)

BOLT 
Ref. KZSI639001

SPARE PARTS

@coffeefueledwoodsman
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SUGOWAZA
THE

 1 : 1
THE

SUGOWAZA
The Sugowaza was primarily designed for line-
clearance workers wearing rubber insulated gloves. 
In addition to all the characteristics of the Sugoi, 
this pull saw has an extra cross-guard to prevent 
the users’ gloved hand to slip off the handle. The 
comfortable ribbed rubber handle offers lots of grip, 
absorbs vibrations and always feels warm to the 
touch. 

The long blade of 420 mm enables you to reach 
further and makes it easy to cut those extra couple 
branches. The ‘big’ tasks, such as the removal of trees 
or sawing bigger limbs is no problem whatsoever for 
the Sugowaza due to the coarse teeth of 6.5 teeth 
per 30 mm. The perfectly curved blade is made of a 
special metal alloy that makes the blade strong but 
flexible. The Sugowaza leaves behind a smooth cut 
that will easily be overgrown.

The orange scabbard is well visible and can be 
attached to your harness. 

PRIMARILY INTENDED FOR:

SUGOWAZA

SUGOWAZA 420 - 6.5
Ref. KSI641942
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SUGOWAZA

SUGOWAZA 420 - 6.5

Scabbard included

HANDLE
Ref. KZSI639003

SCREW
Ref. KSI327739

BLADE (All replacement blades
are separately available)

BOLT 
Ref. KZSI639001

SPARE PARTS
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IBUKI
THE

 1 : 1
THE

IBUKI
A true winner on the side of aggressiveness and 
speed. The large teeth, of 5.5 teeth per 30 mm, 
combined with the curve make for an extremely 
aggressive bite into the wood and high speed 
sawing through fresh wood.

While working above the shoulder and below the 
knee, you can still saw on top of the branch with 
the curved blade while your arm, wrist and hand 
maintain their natural position. Do you sometimes 
prune from the ground? Then the blade of the Ibuki 
can be used on the Hayauchi pole saw as well.

The comfortable handle of the Ibuki offers the grip, 
power and flexibility that you need to handle this 
saw. The handle is big enough to be used with two 
hands for the tougher jobs. The scabbard can be 
attached to your harness, for both right-handed and 
left-handed people. Additionally, the scabbard has 
been designed in such a way so that the saw will not 
fall out of it.

PRIMARILY INTENDED FOR:

IBUKI  

IBUKI 390 - 5.5
Ref. KSI327539
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IBUKI

IBUKI 390 - 5.5

Scabbard included

HANDLE
Ref. KSI310555N

BOLT 
Ref. KSI310540

BLADE (All replacement blades
are separately available)

SPARE PARTS

SREW
Ref. KSI327739
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GENKI TEMAGARI
THE

 1 : 1
THE

GENKI TEMAGARI
Silky’s fastest ever saw! Thanks to the long blade 
with extra-large teeth, you can effortlessly saw 
through the thickest branches, beams, or tree trunks. 
This makes this powerful pull saw more suitable for 
heavier tasks like felling trees and cutting in pieces 
than actually pruning them. You will be amazed at 
how quickly the saw rips through the wood!

It may take some practice and patience to make 
the first cut with the Genki Temagari. Due to its 
progressive teeth ratio (from 5 to 3 teeth per 30 
mm), the teeth closest to the handle are finer than 
those near the end of the blade, which makes the 
first cut a little easier. Once this saw gets going, it is 
unstoppable!

The long blade is full tang, making this saw incredibly 
strong and offers you more control. The Genki grip 
has no bolts or screws, which absorbs vibrations 
and can be loosened without needing tools.

PRIMARILY INTENDED FOR:

GENKI TEMAGARI

GENKI TEMAGARI 500 - 5 - 3
Ref. KSI355050
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GENKI TEMAGARI 500 - 5 - 3

Scabbard included

SPARE PARTS

BLADE (All replacement blades are separately 
available, see: www.silky-europe.com)
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HIBIKI
THE

 1 : 1
THE

HIBIKI RYOBA
The Silky Hibiki Ryoba is a saw developed for fine 
woodworking, e.g. for cabinetmaker use.

The blade is 21 cm long and has two different kinds 
of teeth at the upper and lower side of the blade. 
One is intended for rip-cutting, the other for cross-
cutting (22 teeth / 30mm). It has the traditional 
Ryoba handle.

The smooth Silky pitch makes that the wood does 
not splinter and results in a beautiful finish. Many 
different types of cuts can be made with this multi-
purpose saw, dovetail, joints and others, without 
having to change saws. The flexible blade allows for 
perfect flush cuts. The saw is very well balanced and 
is supplied with a case, so it can be stored securely 
and can eventually also be hung on the belt.

PRIMARILY INTENDED FOR:

HIBIKI RYOBA

HIBIKI 210 - 22 + 10
Ref. KSI639621

RYOBA
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HIBIKI RYOBA 210 - 22 + 10

Case included

BOLT 
Ref. KZSI3920435

SPARE PARTS

BLADE (All replacement blades are separately 
available, see: www.silky-europe.com)
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Folding saws are lightweight and compact, which 
make them easy to store and to carry with you. The 
most compact folding saws can even be taken in your 
pocket. Therefore, folding saws are very popular for 
camping, bushcraft and gardeners or constructors 
who always want to have a saw at hand.

When not using the saw, the blade can be easily 
folded with the locking mechanism and the sharp 
teeth will be safely covered in the handle. Many 
folding saws have two different blade positions for 
various applications.

Although Silky’s folding saws are prized for their 
small dimensions, they give great performances too! 
The razor-sharp teeth cut rapidly through the wood 
and the comfortable rubber handle provides a good 
grip.

FOLDING SAWS
THE



 1 : 1

POCKETBOY 170 - 10
Ref. KSI534017

THE

POCKETBOY
The Pocketboy Family is versatile, but always 
compact. The compact size means it is easy to slip 
in a pocket and take it anywhere. The handle has a 
hole for attaching a rope or carabiner if that is your 
preference. The GOM handle absorbs vibrations and 
can be locked into two positions, with one position 
raising the handle to enable sawing on a flat surface.

Red handles have large teeth at 8 teeth per 30 
mm. These large teeth rip through fresh wood with 
maximum speed, while still leaving behind Silky’s 
signature smooth cut.

Black handles are the all-rounders. They feature 
medium teeth at 10 teeth per 30 mm. Medium teeth 
can handle anything you throw at them, from fresh 
wood to hard and dead wood.

PRIMARILY INTENDED FOR:

POCKETBOY LARGE TEETH

 1 : 1

POCKETBOY MEDIUM TEETH

POCKETBOY 170 - 8
Ref. KSI534617

POCKETBOY
THE

POCKETBOY 130 - 8
Ref. KSI534613

POCKETBOY 130 - 10
Ref. KSI534013
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POCKETBOY

POCKETBOY 170 - 8 AND POCKETBOY 170 - 10

Hard case included

BOLT 
Ref. KSI522000

SPARE PARTS

BLADE (All replacement blades are separately 
available, see: www.silky-europe.com)
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POCKETBOY 170 - 26
Ref. KSI534417

THE

POCKETBOY
The Blue Pocketboys show fine teeth, created for 
hard or dry wood and 20 teeth per 30 mm make 
for fine teeth, so this saw is best used for carpentry 
projects or working exclusively with hard or 
seasoned wood.

The Purple Pocketboys showcase Silky’s extra fine 
teeth for woodworking. The 26 teeth per 30 mm 
leave behind extra smooth cuts.

The locking mechanism on the handle makes it 
possible to use the saw in two positions. The second 
position raises the handle to make it easier to saw 
on a flat service. The straight blade has a thin kerf, 
enabling extreme precision. Fold the blade into 
the handle to safely store it and capitalize on the 
compact nature of the Pocketboy family.

PRIMARILY INTENDED FOR:

POCKETBOY FINE TEETH

 1 : 1

POCKETBOY EXTRA FINE TEETH

POCKETBOY 170 - 20
Ref. KSI534217

POCKETBOY
THE

POCKETBOY 130 - 20
Ref. KSI534213

POCKETBOY 130 - 26
Ref. KSI534413

FINE

EXTRA FINE
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POCKETBOY 170 - 20 AND POCKETBOY 170 - 26

Hard case included

BOLT 
Ref. KSI522000

SPARE PARTS

BLADE (All replacement blades are separately 
available, see: www.silky-europe.com)
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POCKETBOY
THE

 1 : 1
THE

POCKETBOY
The yellow Pocketboys showcase Silky’s curved 
blades. The 8 teeth per 30 mm rip through wood 
with great speed and leave behind smooth cuts. 
The curved blades bite into wood and are great for 
working above your shoulder or below your knee.

The Pocketboy family is designed to be very 
compact, while never sacrificing quality. Fold the 
blade into the handle to safely store it. Then slip it in 
your pocket or hang it from your belt with a rope or 
carabiner, this saw will travel everywhere with you.

There are two lengths available, 130 mm and 170 mm. 
Larger sizes are suited for larger branch diameters. A 
good rule of thumb is the blade can handle branches 
of half the blade length in diameter.

PRIMARILY INTENDED FOR:

POCKETBOY CURVE

POCKETBOY CURVE 170 - 8
Ref. KSI572617

CURVE

CURVE

POCKETBOY CURVE 130 - 8
Ref. KSI572613
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POCKETBOY

POCKETBOY CURVE 170 - 8

Hard case included

BOLT 
Ref. KSI522000

SPARE PARTS

BLADE (All replacement blades are separately 
available, see: www.silky-europe.com)
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F180
THE

 1 : 1

F180 - 14
Ref. KSI514118

THE

F180
The F180 is known for the lightweight polypropylene 
handle with a section of GOM rubber to absorb 
vibrations. Compact, the blades are 180 mm long 
and can saw branches up to 90 mm in diameter. 
Although they are favorably priced, they do not 
sacrifice any of the quality you expect in a Silky saw.

Fold the blade into the handle to protect the teeth. 
The hole in the handle is perfect for hanging it from 
your belt with a piece of rope or a carabiner.

There are two teeth options available. The large 
teeth at 7.5 teeth per 30 mm are suited for fresh 
wood, while the finer teeth at 14 teeth per 30 mm are 
a better fit for frequently sawing hard or seasoned 
woods, like most fruit trees.

PRIMARILY INTENDED FOR:

F180 LARGE TEETH

 1 : 1

F180 FINE TEETH

F180 - 7.5
Ref. KSI512518N
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F180 - 7.5 AND F180 - 14

CLIP
Ref. KSI512001

BOLT 
Ref. KSI512000

SPARE PARTS

BLADE (All replacement blades are separately 
available, see: www.silky-europe.com)
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SUPER ACCEL
THE

 1 : 1

SUPER ACCEL 210 - 14
Ref. KSI511721

THE

SUPER ACCEL
If you prioritize ultralight over everything else, 
the Super Accel is your pick. At only 195 gr., this 
lightweight aluminum saw is only matched by its 
speed. The Super Accel is designed with an angle 
of approximately 10 degrees between handle and 
blade, which makes every cut require less force, 
minimizes vibrations, and increases speed.

Gardeners and outdoor users alike love this saw. 
Whether they bring it with them in a Gomcase or 
with a rope or carabiner through the hole in the 
handle, it is a saw to always have on hand.

The Super Accel comes with two teeth choices. The 
large teeth option has 7.5 teeth per 30 mm, making 
it rip through fresh wood. The fine teeth option has 
14 teeth per 30 mm and is better suited for hard or 
seasoned wood, like most fruit trees.

PRIMARILY INTENDED FOR:

SUPER ACCEL LARGE TEETH

 1 : 1

SUPER ACCEL FINE TEETH

SUPER ACCEL 210 - 7.5
Ref. KSI511021
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SUPER ACCEL 210 - 7.5 AND SUPER ACCEL 210 - 14

@ombra_italian_fishing_guide @ombra_italian_fishing_guide

BOLT 
Ref. KSI522000

SPARE PARTS

BLADE (All replacement blades are separately 
available, see: www.silky-europe.com)
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ULTRA ACCEL
THE

 1 : 1
THE

ULTRA ACCEL
The Ultra Accel with straight blade is compact and 
makes a fast and straight up cut with precise control. 
The straight blade is easy to handle in densely grown 
spaces and on a flat surface.

The large teeth of the Ultra Accel are great for 
general pruning work in mostly fresh wood. With the 
locking mechanism you can securely lock the blade 
in two different sawing positions.

The large handle in a striking yellow colour is made 
of lightweight aluminum and covered with thick 
rubber for a safe and comfortable grip. The hole in 
the handle gives the possibility to attach a carabiner 
or rope to the saw.

PRIMARILY INTENDED FOR:

ULTRA ACCEL

ULTRA ACCEL 240 - 7.5
Ref. KSI544424
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ULTRA ACCEL

ULTRA ACCEL 240 - 7.5

BOLT 
Ref. KZSI44201

SPARE PARTS

BLADE (All replacement blades are separately 
available, see: www.silky-europe.com)
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ULTRA ACCEL
THE

 1 : 1
THE

ULTRA ACCEL
The Ultra Accel Curve is a compact and ultra-fast 
saw. The curved blade bites aggressively into the 
wood and helps you to keep the saw in the cut. 
Also, a curved blade is easy to handle when pruning 
above shoulder-height.

The large teeth of the Ultra Accel Curve are great for 
general pruning work in mostly fresh wood. With the 
locking mechanism you can securely lock the blade 
in two different sawing positions.

The large red handle is made of lightweight 
aluminum and covered with thick rubber for a safe 
and comfortable grip. The hole in the handle gives 
the possibility to attach a carabiner or rope to the 
saw.

PRIMARILY INTENDED FOR:

ULTRA ACCEL CURVE

ULTRA ACCEL CURVE 240 - 7.5
Ref. KSI544624

CURVE

CURVE
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ULTRA ACCEL

ULTRA ACCEL CURVE 240 - 7.5

BOLT 
Ref. KZSI44201

SPARE PARTS

BLADE (All replacement blades are separately 
available, see: www.silky-europe.com)
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ULTRA ACCEL
THE

 1 : 1
THE

ULTRA ACCEL TAIKO
The Ultra Accel Taiko is a wood saw with a convex 
curved blade suited for sawing on a table or work 
bench. The entire saw is a mere 295 gr., even with a 
hefty handle with thick rubber for superior grip, while 
a light aluminum chassis makes it easy to work with 
for long periods without fatigue. There are 10 teeth 
per 30 mm on the Ultra Accel Taiko’s 240 mm blade. 
These medium teeth are suited for woodworking 
and construction.

PRIMARILY INTENDED FOR:

ULTRA ACCEL TAIKO

ULTRA ACCEL TAIKO 240 - 10 (convex curved)
Ref. KSI544224

TAIKO
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ULTRA ACCEL TAIKO 240 - 10

BOLT 
Ref. KZSI44201

SPARE PARTS

BLADE (All replacement blades are separately 
available, see: www.silky-europe.com)
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GOMBOY 240 - 10
Ref. KSI522124

THE

GOMBOY
The Gomboy is a favorite for a reason. It is a 
multifunctional saw that can go from pruning in a 
garden to creating a shelter in no time. The medium 
sized teeth at 10 teeth per 30 mm saw through fresh 
wood and dead or dried wood with ease. The rubber 
handle ensures a safe and comfortable grip and the 
hole in the handle makes it easy to attach a piece of 
rope or a carabiner to the handle and hang it from 
your belt. Folded, the teeth are protected, so it can 
be tossed in a backpack for a multi-day trek! The 
saw can go anywhere and do anything.

This compact saw is packs a punch and comes in 
a variety of sizes. Larger sizes are suited for larger 
branch diameters. A good rule of thumb is the blade 
can handle branches of half the blade length in 
diameter.

PRIMARILY INTENDED FOR:

GOMBOY

GOMBOY 300 - 10
Ref. KSI522130

GOMBOY
THE

GOMBOY 270 - 10
Ref. KSI522127

GOMBOY 210 - 10
Ref. KSI522121

GOMBOY 270 - 20 (extra fine teeth for woodworking)
Ref. KSI529827
GOMBOY 270 - 20 (extra fine teeth for woodworking)
Ref. KSI529827

GOMBOY 300 - 6 (large teeth for fresh wood)
Ref. KSI529430
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GOMBOY 240 - 10 AND GOMBOY 300 - 10

@bushcraft_anatolia

Hard case included (210 and 240 only)

CLIP 270 AND 300
Ref. KSI522007

BOLT 
Ref. KSI522000

SPARE PARTS

CLIP 210
Ref. KSI522001

CLIP 240
Ref. KSI522004

BLADE (All replacement blades are separately 
available, see: www.silky-europe.com)
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GOMBOY CURVE 240 - 8
Ref. KSI571724

THE

GOMBOY
Look to the yellow color of the handle in the Gomboy 
family to see the Gomboy Curve editions. The 
yellow rubber handle absorbs vibration and has a 
comfortable grip, even when wet. It also protects the 
blade when folded into the handle.

The large teeth, 8 per 30 mm, rip through fresh wood 
with extra aggressive power due to the curved blade. 
The saw is great for working above your shoulders 
and below your knees.

The Gomboy Curve comes in four different sizes, we 
suggest choosing a more compact model for regular 
pruning, such as the blade lengths of 210 or 240 mm. 
Larger sizes are suited for larger branch diameters. A 
good rule of thumb is the blade can handle branches 
of half the blade length in diameter.

PRIMARILY INTENDED FOR:

GOMBOY CURVE

GOMBOY CURVE 300 - 8
Ref. KSI571730

GOMBOY
THE

GOMBOY CURVE 270 - 8
Ref. KSI571727

GOMBOY CURVE 210 - 8
Ref. KSI571721

CURVE

CURVE
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GOMBOY CURVE 240 - 8 AND GOMBOY CURVE 300 - 8

Hard case included (210 and 240 only)

CLIP 270 AND 300
Ref. KSI522007

BOLT 
Ref. KSI522000

SPARE PARTS

CLIP 210
Ref. KSI522001

CLIP 240
Ref. KSI522004

BLADE (All replacement blades are separately 
available, see: www.silky-europe.com)
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BIGBOY
THE

 1 : 1

BIGBOY 360 - 10
Ref. KSI635036

THE

BIGBOY
A lightweight, compact folding saw with large 360 
mm blade for great sawing performance. The Bigboy 
has a large rubber handle that gives a comfortable 
grip and absorbs vibrations. Use the saw with both 
hands for more power.

With the locking mechanism you lock the blade in 
two different blade positions for various applications. 
When stored, the blade folds neatly into the handle.

The Bigboy comes in three different teeth sizes. 
The red handled Bigboy has large teeth, meant for 
ripping through fresh wood at high speeds. The 
black handled Bigboy has medium teeth and can 
handle both fresh and dead wood. A fine teeth 
option to cut harder wood with high precision is the 
Bigboy with the blue handle.

The hole in the handle offers the possibility to attach 
a carabiner or rope to the saw.

PRIMARILY INTENDED FOR:

BIGBOY LARGE TEETH

 1 : 1

BIGBOY MEDIUM TEETH

BIGBOY 360 - 7
Ref. KSI635436

BIGBOY 360 - 13
Ref. KSI635236

 1 : 1

BIGBOY FINE TEETH
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BIGBOY 360 - 7 AND BIGBOY 360 - 13

HOLSTER
Ref. KSI650436

SPARE PARTS

BOLT 
Ref. KSI522000

BLADE (All replacement blades are separately 
available, see: www.silky-europe.com)
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BIGBOY
THE

 1 : 1
THE

BIGBOY 2000
The Bigboy 2000 is the ultimate outdoor saw. With a 
strong, extra thick blade this saw can handle big logs 
and trees. Ideal for those who like to build shelters or 
big campfires!

The slightly curved blade grabs the wood with ease 
and keeps the saw in the cut. This allows you to 
saw quickly without losing control. With the great 
performances of the Bigboy 2000, this lightweight 
saw is still compact enough to carry with you in a 
backpack on your trips.

The blade can simply be folded and unfolded by 
means of the locking button and has two different 
sawing positions. The rubber handle of the Bigboy 
2000 ensures a safe and comfortable grip and is big 
enough to use with two hands, which has a great 
effect on the sawing power.

PRIMARILY INTENDED FOR:

BIGBOY 2000 CURVE

BIGBOY 2000 CURVE 360 - 6,5 (extra thick blade)
Ref. KSI635636

CURVE

CURVE
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BIGBOY 2000 CURVE 360 - 6,5

@bushcraftandcoffee@bushcraftturk

HOLSTER
Ref. KSI650436

SPARE PARTS

BOLT 
Ref. KSI522000

BLADE (All replacement blades are separately 
available, see: www.silky-europe.com)
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THE

KATANABOY
The Katanaboy Family has the longest folding saws 
in the world. Perfect for preserving tranquil forest 
sounds on days that require trail maintenance from 
storm damaged trees on the trail or building your 
own log cabin. This saw works with pull power, 
reducing fatigue.

Fold the blade into the handle to protect from the 
razor sharp teeth. For safety purposes, this process 
happens in two phases: first the saw can be folded 
halfway, and then (watch your fingers!) the saw can 
be folded fully. Use the included case to sling it over 
your shoulder and bring it anywhere handsfree.

The Katanaboy Family comes in three sizes. 
With extra coarse, extra large teeth for extremely 
aggressive speed and power.

PRIMARILY INTENDED FOR:

KATANABOY 1000

KATANABOY 1000 - 5 - 2.5  (world’s biggest folding saw)
Ref. KSI571099

KATANABOY
THE

KATANABOY 650 - 4
Ref. KSI571065

KATANABOY 650

KATANABOY 500 - 5
Ref. KSI540350

KATANABOY 500
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KATANABOY 500 - 5

Nylon sheet included

@don_von_gun

BOLT 
Ref. KZSI36501

SPARE PARTS

BLADE (All replacement blades are separately 
available, see: www.silky-europe.com)
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WOODBOY
THE

THE

WOODBOY
The Woodboy family is defined by extremely fine 
teeth on the blades, the finest available in the Silky 
Wood Saws range. These very fine teeth leave the 
smoothest possible cut. It also has a lightweight 
rubber coated aluminum handle that is comfortable 
to hold, reduces vibration, and offers superior grip. 
The blade folds into the handle for protection. The 
locking mechanism on the handle makes it possible 
to use the saw in two positions. The second position 
raises the handle to make it easier to saw on a flat 
surface.

There are two standard Woodboy options with the 
Kataba model, one with 26 teeth per 30 mm and the 
other with 32 teeth per 30 mm. Both the 26 teeth per 
30 mm and the 32 teeth per 30 mm will leave behind 
exceptionally smooth cuts.

PRIMARILY INTENDED FOR:

WOODBOY FINE

 1 : 1

WOODBOY 240-32
Ref. KSI638824

 1 : 1

WOODBOY EXTRA FINE

WOODBOY 240-26
Ref. KSI638624
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WOODBOY 240-32

CASE
Ref. KSI550524

BOLT 
Ref. KSI522000

SPARE PARTS

BLADE (All replacement blades are separately 
available, see: www.silky-europe.com)
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WOODBOY
THE

THE

WOODBOY
There is also one version of the Woodboy family 
created for making complex joinery, such as 
dovetails. This is the Dozuki model called the 
Woodboy 240-32 with reinforced back. This blade is 
not flexible and is not equiped for flush cutting. It has 
the extremely fine 32 teeth per 30 mm and a thin kerf 
of 0.66 mm.

Please note that the blades for the Woodboy 
with a reinforced back (Dozuki model) and the 
regular Woodboy family (Kataba models) are not 
interchangeable!

PRIMARILY INTENDED FOR:

WOODBOY DOVETAIL

 1 : 1

WOODBOY 240-32 DOVETAIL (reinforced back)
Ref. KSI638424

DOVETAIL

DOVETAIL
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WOODBOY 240-32 DOVETAIL

CASE
Ref. KSI550524

BOLT 
Ref. KSI522000

SPARE PARTS

BLADE (All replacement blades are separately 
available, see: www.silky-europe.com)
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TAKERU-BOY
THE

THE

TAKERU-BOY
An International Forum Design Gold award winner 
in 2012, the new Takeru-boy is the only saw on the 
market with the “butterfly” handle. This exclusive 
design allows the 62 cm overall length of the saw, 
including handle, to fold down to only 33 cm, perfect 
for woodworkers who also want a compact saw.

All Takeru-boy blades have medium rip cut teeth of 
10 teeth per 30 mm on one side of the blade. The 
other side of the blade has extra fine cross cut teeth.

The Takeru-boy is available in 2 lengths (blade of 
240 mm and 270 mm) and also 2 types different 
sizes of cross cut teeth (18 per 30 mm or 24 per 30 
mm). Longer blade lengths can saw larger diameters 
of wood, so choose which is better for your usage.

PRIMARILY INTENDED FOR:

 1 : 1

TAKERU-BOY FINE TEETH

TAKERU-BOY 270 - 18 + 10
Ref. KSI641527

TAKERU-BOY 270 - 24 + 10
Ref. KSI641727

TAKERU-BOY 240 - 18 + 10
Ref. KSI641524

TAKERU-BOY 240 - 24 + 10
Ref. KSI641724

TAKERU-BOY EXTRA FINE TEETH
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TAKERU-BOY 270 - 24 + 10

SPARE PARTS

BLADE (All replacement blades are separately 
available, see: www.silky-europe.com)
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Pruning at high altitudes, but then safely with both 
feet on the ground. Silky’s telescopic pole saws are 
lightweight and easy to use. Just place the blade on 
top of a branch and let the saw do the work. Due 
to gravity and the pulling movement, no force is 
needed.

With the oval shape of the aluminum pole you have 
a very precise control over the direction of the 
blade. Moreover, this shape gives more strength and 
rigidity over the full length and reduces bending to 
a minimum.

Pole saws are available in several series and 
lengths. All models have a dual locking mechanism, 
consisting of pushbuttons and levers. Together they 
create the safest and most stable locking of the 
preferred pole length.

POLE SAWS
THE



 1 : 1
THE

LONGBOY
If you often take a pole saw with you in the cherry 
picker or car, then the Longboy was especially 
made for you! Because the blade is collapsible, the 
Longboy has a retracted length of just 145 cm. With 
the cover, the blade can be fastened to the pole, so 
that this compact pole saw can be safely and easily 
carried, transported and stowed.

You could easily prune trees all day long without 
getting tired, because the Longboy is lightweight 
and easy to handle. The sickle at the end of the blade 
helps you to keep the blade in the sawing cut. You 
can also use the upper sickle to cut little twigs off the 
trunk or to pull little (dead) branches from the tree.

PRIMARILY INTENDED FOR:

LONGBOY

LONGBOY 3600 - 7.5 2-EXT 
Ref. KSI636536

LONGBOY
THE
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LONGBOY

LONGBOY 3600 - 7.5 2-EXT

Cover included

(See page 108 for all Longboy
spare parts)

SPARE PARTS

BLADE (All replacement blades are separately 
available, see: www.silky-europe.com)
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ZÜBAT
You may have heard of the Zübat hand saw family. 
The Zübat pole saws enable you to use your favorite 
Zübat blades on a pole saw.

Lightweight and easily maneuverable, the Zübat 
works at great heights and in densely grown spaces. 
The blade of the pole saw is interchangeable with 
the Zübat hand saws, enabling a fine teeth blade 
option for pruning seasoned trees or trees with hard 
wood, like many fruit trees.

The aluminum pole is oval-shaped, giving you 
precise control over the direction of the blade. It also 
has two locking mechanisms to create a safe and 
stable pole in your preferred length.

PRIMARILY INTENDED FOR:

ZÜBAT POLESAW

ZÜBAT 3900 - 7.5 1-EXT 
Ref. KSI327218

ZÜBAT
THE

POLESAW

POLESAW

ZÜBAT 3300 - 7.5 1-EXT 
Ref. KSI327215

ZÜBAT 2700 - 7.5 1-EXT 
Ref. KSI327212
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ZÜBAT 3300 - 7.5 1-EXT

Cover included

(See page 109 for all Longboy
spare parts)

SPARE PARTS

BLADE (All replacement blades are separately 
available, see: www.silky-europe.com)
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FORESTER
The Forester has all characteristics of a professional 
pole saw, but prioritizes being lightweight and 
compact. With the thin blade you can easily 
maneuver, even at greater heights and in densely 
grown spaces. The aluminum pole is oval-shaped, 
giving you precise control over the direction of the 
blade. It also has two locking mechanisms to create 
a safe and stable pole in your preferred length.

The sickle at the end of the blade helps you to keep 
the blade in the sawing cut. You can also use the 
sickle to cut little twigs off the trunk or to pull little 
(dead) branches from the tree.

PRIMARILY INTENDED FOR:

FORESTER

FORESTER 4500 - 7.5 2-EXT
Ref. KSI027345

FORESTER
THE

FORESTER 3000 - 7.5 2-EXT 
Ref. KSI027330
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FORESTER

FORESTER 3000 - 7.5 2-EXT

Cover included

(See page 109 for all Longboy
spare parts)

SPARE PARTS

BLADE (All replacement blades are separately 
available, see: www.silky-europe.com)
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HAYATE
A real heavy duty tool specially for professionals. 
The Hayate consists of a heavier construction than 
the Hayauchi, which makes this telescopic pole 
saw even more robust. The blade has Silky’s unique 
Mirai-Me teeth and two sickles. The upper sickle 
keeps the blade in the sawing cut, while the lower 
sickle makes it easy to undercut bark. The lower 
sickle is detachable.

The Hayate Family has our longest length available, 
letting you work up to 9 meters! The aluminum 
pole is oval-shaped, giving you precise control over 
the direction of the blade. It also has two locking 
mechanisms to create a safe and stable pole in your 
preferred length.

PRIMARILY INTENDED FOR:

HAYATE

HAYATE 7700 - 6.5 3-EXT 
Ref. KSI037742

HAYATE
THE

HAYATE 6100 - 6.5 3-EXT 
Ref. KSI037242

HAYATE 5000 - 6.5 2-EXT 
Ref. KSI037142

HAYATE 3800 - 6.5 1-EXT  
Ref. KSI037042
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HAYATE 5000 - 6.5 3-EXT

Cover included

SPARE PARTS

BLADE (All replacement blades are separately 
available, see: www.silky-europe.com)
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HAYAUCHI
Professionals first choice! This telescopic pole saw 
is easy to use and lightweight.

The 390 mm long curved blade of the Hayauchi is 
equipped with Silky’s unique 4-RETSUME teeth, 
enabling rapid sawing through the thickest branches 
and the flexibility to saw in all directions in relation 
to the wood grain. The blade is adjustable in two 
different angles for both high and low pruning. The 
upper sickle keeps the blade in the sawing cut, while 
the lower sickle makes it easy to undercut bark.

The aluminum pole is oval-shaped, giving you 
precise control over the direction of the blade. It also 
has two locking mechanisms to create a safe and 
stable pole in your preferred length.

PRIMARILY INTENDED FOR:

HAYAUCHI

HAYAUCHI 6300 - 6.5 3-EXT 
Ref. KSI017939N

HAYAUCHI
THE

HAYAUCHI 4900 - 6.5 2-EXT
Ref. KSI017839N

HAYAUCHI 3670 - 6.5 1-EXT
Ref. KSI017739N

HAYAUCHI 2400 - 6.5 3-EXT (extra short and light)
Ref. KSI017639N
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HAYAUCHI 4900 - 6.5 2-EXT

Cover included

SPARE PARTS

BLADE (All replacement blades are separately 
available, see: www.silky-europe.com)
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THE

HAYAUCHI
If you want the maximum amount of power, there 
is an option for the Hayauchi to come equipped 
with a 480 mm blade. This larger blade can handle 
branches up to 240 mm in diameter with incredible 
speed. The extra-large teeth glide through branches 
and leave behind smooth cuts. 

All this extra power comes without sacrificing all 
the features of the Hayauchi that make it so popular. 
The oval-shaped aluminum pole gives you precise 
control over the direction of the blade and the two 
locking mechanisms create a safe and stable pole in 
whatever length you want to work at.

The Sickle can be used to make undercuts and also 
to pull dead branches from the tree. 

PRIMARILY INTENDED FOR:

HAYAUCHI 480

HAYAUCHI 6300 480 - 6.5 3-EXT 
Ref. KSI073448

HAYAUCHI
THE

HAYAUCHI 4900 480 - 6.5 2-EXT
Ref. KSI073348

HAYAUCHI 3670 480 - 6.5 1-EXT
Ref. KSI073248

480

480
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HAYAUCHI 480 4900 - 6.5 2-EXT

Cover included

(See page XX for all Hayauchi
spare parts)

SPARE PARTS

BLADE (All replacement blades are separately 
available, see: www.silky-europe.com)
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Chopping wood is sometimes faster and easier 
than sawing. When you don’t need the accuracy of 
a Silky saw, some jobs can be better done with an 
axe. Think of debarking, snedding, layering hedges 
or brush clearing. 

Silky axes are made from Authentic Premium 
Japanese Steel and are characterized by a superior 
finish. Using this tool as a hatchet or a knife, you are 
always assured of a good grip. All models have a full 
tang blade and are provided with Silky’s Genki grip.

This handle is made of just two rubber parts and 
can easily be zipped off the blade without the use 
of tools. Vibrations are maximally damped to work 
safely and comfortably.

AXES
THE



NATA
THE

 1 : 1
THE

NATA
In some cases, chopping is faster than sawing or 
cutting. The Nata is the best of a knife and axe in 
one tool. There are 4 different lengths and 2 different 
blade types available. All models include a scabbard 
with belt clip for easy carrying.

The Nata Single Edge is sharpened on one side 
of the blade and very suitable for chopping small 
branches, debarking trees and layering hedges. The 
Nata Double Edge is sharpened on both sides of the 
blade, making it very suitable for splitting wood.

The full tang blade made of special alloy steel 
runs through the handle in a slight angle for a 
perfect stroke. The comfortable Genki grip consist 
of two rubber parts that encase the steel without 
any screws or bolts and provide the best grip and 
maximum absorption of vibrations. 

PRIMARILY INTENDED FOR:

NATA

NATA 240 DOUBLE EDGE 
Ref. KSI755524

NATA 180 DOUBLE EDGE 
Ref. KSI755518

NATA 210 DOUBLE EDGE 
Ref. KSI755521

NATA 150 DOUBLE EDGE 
Ref. KSI755515

NATA 240 SINGLE EDGE  
Ref. KSI755724

NATA 180 SINGLE EDGE  
Ref. KSI755718

NATA 210 SINGLE EDGE  
Ref. KSI755721

NATA 150 SINGLE EDGE 
Ref. KSI755715
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NATA

NATA 210 DOUBLE EDGE

Holster included

HANDLE
Ref. KZSI55503

SPARE PARTS

BLADE (All replacement blades are separately 
available, see: www.silky-europe.com)
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ONO
This European-style axe is characterized by its full 
tang blade and superior finish for smooth chopping 
and debarking. The Ono is exceptionally well 
balanced and its 12 cm double ground blade offers 
many possibilities for camping and bushcraft.

Because the blade runs through the handle, this axe 
feels robust and sturdy and offers you great control. 
The steel is encased by Silky’s Genki grip, consisting 
of just two rubber parts without any screws or bolts. 
The handle can easily be zipped off the blade without 
the use of any tools and vibrations are maximally 
damped.

The Ono comes with a durable nylon sheet to protect 
the blade, and your fingers. The hole in both the 
handle, blade and the sheet makes it easy to secure 
or hang this tool. 

PRIMARILY INTENDED FOR:

ONO

ONO 120
Ref. KSI756810
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ONO 120

Nylon sheet included

HANDLE
Ref. KZSI55503

SPARE PARTS

BLADE (All replacement blades are separately 
available, see: www.silky-europe.com)
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THE
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YOKI
The Yoki billhook has a full tang blade with a strong 
curve towards the end for brush clearing and 
snedding. The blade is made of special alloy steel 
with a superior finish and has a 27 cm double ground 
cutting edge.

The rubber Genki grip is made of just two parts 
and has no bolts or screws for maximum comfort 
and control. The handle can easily be zipped off the 
blade without the use of tools and vibrations are 
maximally damped.

The Yoki comes with a durable nylon sheet to protect 
the blade, and your fingers. The hole in both the 
handle, blade and the sheet makes it easy to secure 
or hang this tool.

PRIMARILY INTENDED FOR:

YOKI

YOKI 270
Ref. KSI757027
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YOKI

YOKI 270

Nylon sheet included

HANDLE
Ref. KZSI55503

SPARE PARTS

BLADE (All replacement blades are separately 
available, see: www.silky-europe.com)
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Accessories are the finishing touches to your saw. 
A rubber holster to always have your folding saw at 
hand, a pair of leg straps to attach the scabbard of 
your fixed saw to your leg or a HookFox to mount 
on your pole saw and pull branches out of the tree. 
All these accessories make pruning easier and more 
fun.

For the Silky fans there are several merchandise 
items available. A small giveaway can be a big 
gesture. You can dress yourself up in Silky clothes 
and for those who prefer to be less conspicuous, 
Silky has nice little gadgets.

ACCESSORIES
THE

AND MERCHANDISE



MERCHANDISE
SILKY

SILKY

MERCHANDISE
Silky clothing is for everyone. The polo’s and T-shirts 
are available in sizes S until XXL. The polo’s have a 
regular fit and are made from 60% cotton and 40% 
polyester. The T-shirts are available in men’s and 
women’s models. They have a regular fit and are 
made from 100% organic cotton.

For less tropic conditions, Silky provides soft shell 
jackets in sizes S until XXXL. A soft shell is a smooth, 
comfortable jacket that is windproof, water-repellent 
and also breathable. The inside is made of fleece to 
keep you warm. The jacket is clearly visible with the 
reflective piping on the front and the back and has 
several storage options with two side pockets, one 
on the chest and one on the arm.

SILKY SHIRT

SILKY SHIRT (S)
Ref. ZDSILKY-31S

SILKY SHIRT (L)
Ref. ZDSILKY-31L

SILKY SHIRT (M)
Ref. ZDSILKY-31M

SILKY SHIRT (XL)
Ref. ZDSILKY-31XL

SILKY POLO SHIRT (S) 
Ref. ZDSILKY-32S

SILKY POLO SHIRT (L)   
Ref. ZDSILKY-32L

SILKY POLO SHIRT (M)  
Ref. ZDSILKY-32M

SILKY POLO SHIRT (XL)  
Ref. ZDSILKY-32XL

SILKY POLO SHIRT

SILKY JACKET (S)  
Ref. ZDSILKY-49S

SILKY JACKET (M) 
Ref. ZDSILKY-49M

SILKY JACKET

SILKY SHIRT (XXL)
Ref. ZDSILKY-31XXL

SILKY SHIRT FEMALE (S) 
Ref. ZDSILKY-31DS

SILKY SHIRT FEMALE (M) 
Ref. ZDSILKY-31DM

SILKY POLO SHIRT (XXL)  
Ref. ZDSILKY-32XXL

SILKY JACKET (L) 
Ref. ZDSILKY-49L

SILKY JACKET (XXL)  
Ref. ZDSILKY-49XXL

SILKY JACKET (XL)
Ref. ZDSILKY-49XL

SILKY JACKET (XXXL)
Ref. ZDSILKY-49XXXL

SILKY BEANIE
Ref. ZDSILKY-50

SILKY BEANIE
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SILKY SHIRT SILKY POLO

SILKY JACKET SILKY BEANIE
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MERCHANDISE
SILKY

SILKY

MERCHANDISE
Never underestimate the power of accessories. 
What about a baseball cap or useful sports bag? 
They are available with the Silky logo.

The original Silky Buff® has a homemade design of 
Japanese maple leaves. This multifunctional neck 
warmer is fully seamless and made out of high 
quality microfiber. With 14 different wear styles you 
can never do without it!

The Silky outdoor patch (10 x 4,5 cm) is a must-have 
for our outdoor fans. It can easily be ironed onto your 
backpack or clothes.

SILKY CAP

SILKY CAP
Ref. ZDSILKY-30Z

SILKY BUFF®

SILKY BUFF®
Ref. ZDSILKY-52

SILKY PATCH

SILKY PATCH
Ref. ZDSILKY-51

SILKY TRAVEL BAG

SILKY TRAVEL BAG
Ref. ZDSILKY-34 
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MERCHANDISE

SILKY CAP SILKY BUFF®

SILKY PATCH SILKY TRAVEL BAG
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MERCHANDISE
SILKY

SILKY

MERCHANDISE
A small giveaway can be a big gesture. Silky 
keychains are made from the same steel as the 
Silky saws. The cutting waste is used to make these 
unique items that are very popular with our fans. The 
stock is limited, ask for the possibilities.

The various Silky stickers are made of waterproof 
vinyl and cannot be missed on an arborists’ helmet. 
For office supplies, Silky provides pens and USB 
sticks with 8 GB of memory. That always comes in 
handy. If desired, the USB’s can be filled with your 
favourite Silky videos.

SILKY STICKERS

SILKY STICKERS
on request

SILKY KEYCHAIN

SILKY KEYCHAIN
on request

SILKY PEN

SILKY PEN
Ref. ZDSILKY-BP

SILKY USB-STICK (8G)

SILKY USB-STICK (8G)
Ref. ZDSILKY-USB8GB
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SILKY STICKERS SILKY KEYCHAIN

SILKY PEN SILKY USB-STICK (8G)
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SILKY

ACCESSORIES
With the Silky leg straps you can attach the scabbard 
of a fixed saw to your leg. This is often done by tree 
climbers so they can easily grab the saw while being 
in difficult positions. 

The HookFox is suitable for the Hayauchi, Hayate, 
Longboy, Forester and Zübat pole saws. It can be 
used to pull down dead or cut branches which 
remain hanging in the tree or to lift a climbing rope 
up over a branch.

When the teeth of a Silky saw are not induction 
hardened, they can be filed with the special Silky 
file. The teeth are ground in 4 angles, so the filing is 
very precise. Check www.silky-europe.com for more 
information. Saw blades with induction hardened 
teeth can be replaced.

Folding saws can be stored in a strong and flexible 
rubber holster. Attach it to your belt and you always 
have your saw at hand. There are several models 
available, depending on the size of the saw. The 
Gomcase for the Bigboy is the largest one and made 
of polypropylene instead of rubber. In the Gomcase 
W double you can put your folding saw and secateurs 
together for all the pruning work.

FOLDING SAW HOLSTERS

HOLSTER BIGBOY
Ref. KSI650436

FILE

SILKY FILE
Ref. KZSI1200000

HOOKFOX

SILKY HOOKFOX
Ref. KSI042501

LEG STRAPS

SILKY LEG STRAP (for a holster you need two straps)
Ref. KZSI5060413

GOMCASE 500 - 40
Ref. KSI529432

GOMCASE W DOUBLE
Ref. KSI550320

CASEBOY 505
Ref. KSI550524
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FOLDING SAW HOLSTERS SILKY FILE

SILKY HOOKFOX SILKY LEG STRAPS
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2

3

4

6

7

8

9

10

5

8

9

10

9

10

8

12

14A

13A

11

12
13B

14B

16

16

16

17

18

19

20A

20B

1

15A

15B

11

20C

THE

LONGBOY

Number Name Reference

1 blade Longboy 360 KSI636636
2 belt clip KZSI5060031
3 holder set KZSI36509

holder for cover, (old 2009) KZSI3650406
holder bolt, Longboy (old 2009) KZSI3650436

4 blade cover set KZSI3650041
5 blade fixing bolt set KZSI36501
6 blade fixing pipe assy KZSI3650051

stopper rod pin (old 2009) KZSI3650435
7 bolt set KZSI36503
8 - 9 - 10 stopper button set KZSI36504
11 lever see 15A/15B
12 shaking-proof spacer KZSI327004
13A rod pin KZSI1770484

Number Name Reference

14A cramp housing (S) see 15A
13B rod pin KZSI1770484
14B cramp housing (L) see 15 B

15A cramp housing (S) assy KZSI36505
15B cramp housing (L) assy KZSI36506
16 stopper button set E KZSI36504
17 strap KZSI3700420
18 rubber sole set I KZSI36508
19 rubber grip tape KZSI3650401
20A upper pole Longboy KZSI3650031
20B middle pole Longboy KZSI3650032
20C lower pole Longboy KZSI3650033

SILKY’S

POLE SAW PARTS
Silky saws are made to last a long time. By all means, 
it can happen that a part wears, breaks or gets lost. 
At that point it is nice that you do not have to buy a 
whole new saw and can just replace a part. 

Compared with an ordinary saw, a pole saw 
consists of quite a few parts. Take a look at the 
spare parts drawings, literally all small parts are 
separately available. That makes a Silky saw always 
a sustainable choice.
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THE

ZÜBAT

Number Name Reference

1 blade Zübat 330 KSI327133
2 male clip scabbard KZSI2720038

male clip scabbard - (old 2015) KSI327011
female clip/washer KSI327012
screw cover KSI327004

3 scabbard set KZSI327251
4 blade fixing pipe KSI327003N

blade fixing pipe - (old 2007) KSI327003 
5 - 6 - 7 boltset KSI310540
8 bolt KZSI2720432

boltset (old 2012) KZSI36503
9 spring push button KZSI3700476

spring push button (old 2007) KZSI327002
10 push button KZSI327001

Number Name Reference

11 spring fixing bolt KZSI3700477
12 shaking-proof cover KZSI2340405
13 shaking-proof spacer KZSI327004

14 shaking-proof red lever KZSI1770469
15 shaking-proof rod pin KZSI1770470
16 shaking proof stopper set KZSI3272129
17 rubber sleeve KZSI2720402
18 rubber sole KZSI2720403
19 rubber tape KZSI2720404

rubber handle - (old 2007) KZSI3272100
20 upper pole Zübat 1200/2700 KZSI3272121

upper pole Zübat 1500/3300 KZSI3272151
upper pole Zübat 1800/3900 KZSI3272181

21 lower pole Zübat 1200/2700 KZSI3272122
lower pole Zübat 1500/3300 KZSI3272152
lower pole Zübat 1800/3900 KZSI3272182

THE

FORESTER

Number Name Reference

1 blade 380-7.5 KSI027438
2 blade cover KZSI2730041
3A plastic insert KZSI27301
3B clip KZSI2730032
4 blade fixing pipe KSI327003N
5 - 6 - 7 boltset KSI310540
8 bolt (2 required) KZSI2720432
9 spring push button KZSI2720405
10 push button KZSI3650438
11 spring fixing bolt KZSI3700477
12 till 15 see assembly 16A or 16B

Number Name Reference

16A cramp housing (S) assembly KZSI27302
16B cramp housing (L) assembly KZSI27303
17 rubber sleeve KZSI2730402
18 rubber sole KZSI2730403
19 rubber grip tape KZSI2730401
20A upper pole Forester 3000 KZSI2730022

upper pole Forester 4500 KZSI2730026
20B middle pole Forester 3000 KZSI2730023

middle pole Forester 4500 KZSI2730027
20C lower pole Forester 3000 KZSI2730012

lower pole Forester 4500 KZSI2730014

①
②

3A

④

⑤
⑦

⑥

⑧

3B

⑨

⑩ ⑪

⑨

⑩ ⑪ ⑨

⑩⑪

12A

⑬

⑭

12B

⑬

⑭

15B

15A

16A

16B

⑰

⑱

20A

20B

20C

⑲
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THE

HAYATE

Number Name Reference

1 blade Hayate 420-6.5 KSI037342
2 sickle Hayate KSI037542
3 cover Hayate KZSI3700401
4 yellow pipe KZSI3700091
6 bolt yellow pipe (2 required) KZSI3700441
5 - 7 - 8 see boltset 26
9A push button middle KZSI1770496
9B push button large KZSI1770497
10 spring push button KZSI3700478
11 spring fixing bolt KZSI3700477
12A cramp housing (S) KZSI3700461
12B cramp housing (M) KZSI3700462
12C cramp housing (L) KZSI3700463
13 spacer KZSI3700472
14 lever KZSI3700471
15 rod pin KZSI3700470
16A bracket (S) 3800 KZSI3700467
16B bracket (M) 5000 KZSI3700468
16C bracket (L) 6100 KZSI3700469
17 bracket bolt KZSI3700435
18 bracket nut KZSI3700436
19A rubber grip tape 3800 KZSI3700421
19B rubber grip tape 5000/6100 KZSI3700422
20 strap KZSI3700420

21A rubber sole 3800 KZSI3700464
21B rubber sole 5000 KZSI3700465
21C rubber sole KZSI3700466
22 bolt rubber sole KZSI3700437
23A upper pole 3800 KZSI3700031
23B lower pole 3800 KZSI3700032
24A upper pole 5000 KZSI3700033
24B middle pole 5000 KZSI3700034
24C lower pole 5000 KZSI3700035
25A upper pole 6100 KZSI3700036
25B middle/upper pole 6100 KZSI3700037
25C middle/lower pole 6100 KZSI3700038
25D lower pole 6100 KZSI3700039
26 boltset blade assembling (set A) KZSI3703951
27 cramp housing (S) (assy C) KZSI3703953
28 cramp housing (M) (assy D) KZSI3703954
29 cramp housing (L) (assy E) KZSI3703955
30 bracket (S) 3800 (assy F) KZSI3703956
31 bracket (M) 5000 (assy G) KZSI3703957
32 bracket (L) 6100 (assy H) KZSI3703958

pole 3800 complete KSI037043
pole 5000 complete KSI037143
pole 6100 complete KSI037243
pole 7700 complete KZSI037743

Number Name Reference

6

27

26

30

30

5

18

17

8
7

9A

10

11

11

10

9A

1

3

14

20

19A

23B

23A

2

4

22
16A

21A

13

15

12A

18

17

16A

Ass'y F

Ass'y F

Ass'y C

Set A

6

6

28

28

26

31

31

5

6

18

17

8
7

10

1413

11

15

11

10

9A

11

10

9B

14

19B

24C

24B

24A

4

22
16B

21B

12A

13

15

12B

18

17

16B

Ass'y G

Ass'y G

Ass'y D

Ass'y C

Set B

Set A

27

9B

6

29

28

26

32

32

5

6

18

17

8
7

10

1413
11

15

10

11

10

9A

11

10

9B

11
9A

14

19B

25D

25C

25B

25A 28

22
16C

21C

12A

13

15

12C

1413

12B

15

18

17

16C

4

Ass'y H

Ass'y H

Ass'y E

Ass'y D

Ass'y C

Set A9B

27

6

29

28

26

32

32

5

6

18

17

8
7

10

1413
11

15

10

11

10

9A

11

10

9B

11
9A

14

19B

25D

25C

25B

25A 28

22
16C

21C

12A

13

15

12C

1413

12B

15

18

17

16C

4

Ass'y H

Ass'y H

Ass'y E

Ass'y D

Ass'y C

Set A9B

27

HAYATE 7700

HAYATE 6100

HAYATE 5000

HAYATE 3800
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THE

HAYAUCHI

Number Name Reference

1 blade Hayauchi 390 KZSI177399N
2 cover Hayauchi 390 KZSI177402
3 boltset blade assembling KZSI177001-4N
4 blade fixing pipe KZSI177013

6 blade complete with cover & pipe KZSI177401
7A spring push button KZSI1770448
7B spring push button KZSI3700478

spring push button (old 2006) KZSI1770465
8B push button middle KZSI1770496
8C push button large KZSI1770497
9 screw for fixing spring KZSI3700477
10A shaking-proof cover small KZSI1770466
10B shaking-proof cover middle KZSI1770467
10C shaking-proof cover large KZSI1770472
11 shaking-proof spacer KZSI1770471
12 shaking-proof red lever KZSI1770469
13 shaking-proof rod pin KZSI1770484
14A shaking-proof stopper set small KZSI1773952
14B shaking-proof stopper set middle KZSI1773953
14C shaking-proof stopper set large KZSI1773954
15A upper pole 3670 KZSI1770460

15B lower pole 3670 KZSI1770461
16A upper pole 4900 KZSI1770462
16B middle pole 4900 KZSI1770463
16C lower pole 4900 KZSI1770464
17A upper pole 6300 KZSI1770474
17B middle/upper pole 6300 KZSI1770475
17C middle/lower pole 6300 KZSI1770476
17D lower pole 6300 KZSI1770477
18A rubber sleeve KZSI1770490
18B rubber sleeve KZSI1770491
18C rubber sleeve KZSI1770492
19A rubber sole KZSI1770493
19B rubber sole KZSI1770494
19C rubber sole KZSI1770495

pole cap (old 2007) KZSI1770473
20 rubber grip tape KZSI1770402

rubber handle (old 2007) KZSI1770455
rubber handle 6300 (old 2007) KZSI1770456
pole complete 2400 KSI017640
pole complete 3670 KSI017740
pole complete 4900 KSI017840
pole complete 6300 KSI017940

5 bolt fixing pipe KZSI1770450

Number Name Reference

1 blade Hayauchi 480 KZSI72448
2 sickle Hayauchi 480 KZSI72560
3 blade cover Hayauchi 480 KZSI73271
4 screw set Hayauchi 480 KZSI72101
5 blade fixing pipe Hayauchi 480 KZSI1860091
6 bolt black Hayauchi KZSI1770450
7 blade complete Hayauchi 480 KSI072148

Number Name Reference

⑤
①

②

③ ④

⑥

⑦

8C

7B

8B9

10B

1112
13

14B
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9
7B

8C

9
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17A

7A

17B

17C

17D
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2
3

4

6

10C

1112
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14C

18C

20

19C

9

7B

8B

10A

1112
13

14A

1

2 3

4
5

6

7A

8B 9

9

7B

9

7B

8C

9

7B

8B

10A

1112

13

10B

1112

13

14A

14B

16A

16B

16C

18B

20

19B

7A

8B
9

9

7B

7B

9

10A

1112

13

15A

15B

18A

20

14A

19A

1

2
3

4
5

6

8B

8B
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Name saw Blade
(mm)

Teeth per
(30 mm)

Weight
(g)

Kerf 
(mm)

Reference

GOMTARO 180 - 8 180 8 350 1.3 KSI310218

GOMTARO 210 - 8 210 8 360 1.4 KSI310221

GOMTARO 240 - 8 240 8 370 1.4 KSI310224

GOMTARO 270 - 8 270 8 390 1.4 KSI310227

GOMTARO 300 - 8 300 8 405 1.4 KSI310230

GOMTARO 330 - 8 330 8 410 1.3 KSI310233

GOMTARO 240 - 13 240 13 355 1.1 KSI310424

GOMTARO 270 - 13 270 13 370 1.1 KSI310427

GOMTARO 300 - 13 300 13 385 1.1 KSI310430

GOMTARO 330 - 13 330 13 400 1.2 KSI310433

GOMTARO ROOT 240 8 365 1.3 KSI315324

GOMTARO NIDANGIRI 270 8 + 10 385 1.4 KSI340927

GOMTARO PRO-SENTEI 240 8 + 14 355 1.1 KSI310824

GOMTARO PRO-SENTEI 300 8 + 14 395 1.3 KSI310830

Example picture

TSURUGI 200 - 8 200 8 385 1.5 KSI345020

TSURUGI 300 - 8 300 8 435 1.6 KSI345030

TSURUGI 400 - 8 400 8 500 1.7 KSI345040

TSURUGI 200 - 10 200 10 390 1.5 KSI345220

TSURUGI 300 - 10 300 10 435 1.6 KSI345230

TSURUGI 400 - 10 400 10 505 1.7 KSI345240

TSURUGI CURVE 210 - 7.5 210 7.5 390 1.4 KSI345421

TSURUGI CURVE 270 - 7.5 270 7.5 420 1.5 KSI345427

TSURUGI CURVE 330 - 7.5 330 7.5 460 1.6 KSI345433

TSURUGI CURVE 375 - 7.5 375 7.5 480 1.7 KSI345437

TSURUGI CURVE 210 - 10 210 10 390 1.4 KSI345621

TSURUGI CURVE 270 - 10 270 10 430 1.5 KSI345627

TSURUGI CURVE 330 - 10 330 10 470 1.6 KSI345633

TSURUGI CURVE LEFTY 330 330 7.5 460 1.6 KSI345833

TSURUGI CURVE LEFTY 375 375 7.5 480 1.7 KSI345837

ZÜBAT 240 - 7.5 240 7.5 445 1.4 KSI327024

ZÜBAT 270 - 7.5 270 7.5 450 1.4 KSI327027

ZÜBAT 300 - 7.5 300 7.5 490 1.4 KSI327030

ZÜBAT 330 - 7.5 330 7.5 495 1.4 KSI327033

ZÜBAT 390 - 7.5 390 7.5 610 1.4 KSI327039

ZÜBAT FINE 330 - 10 330 10 500 1.4 KSI327833

ZÜBAT ARBORIST 330 - 5.5 330 5.5 505 1.4 KSI372233

GUN-FIGHTER 270 - 8.5 - 6 270 8.5 - 6 445 1.4 KSI673027

GUN-FIGHTER 300 - 8.5 - 6 300 8.5 - 6 460 1.4 KSI673030

GUN-FIGHTER 330 - 8.5 - 6 330 8.5 - 6 465 1.4 KSI673033

NATANOKO 60 300 - 7.5 300 7.5 450 1.4 KSI312930

NATANOKO 60 330 - 7 - 8 330 7 - 8 455 1.4 KSI312933
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Name saw Blade
(mm)

Teeth per
(30 mm)

Weight
(g)

Kerf 
(mm)

Reference

NATANOKO 2000 330 - 6.5 330 6.5 455 1.4 KSI340133

Example picture

SUGOI 360 - 5.5 - 6.5 360 5.5 - 6.5 660 1.7 KSI639036

SUGOI 420 - 6.5 420 6.5 600 1.7 KSI639042

SUGOWAZA 420 - 6.5 420 6.5 710 1.7 KSI641942

IBUKI 390 - 5.5 390 5.5 735 1.7 KSI327539

GENKI TEMAGARI 500 - 5 - 3 500 5 - 3 760 1.7 KSI355050

HIBIKI RYOBA 210 - 22 + 10 210 22 + 10 345 0.9 KSI639621

POCKETBOY 130 - 8 130 8 175 1.1 KSI534613

POCKETBOY 170 - 8 170 8 220 1.1 KSI534617

POCKETBOY 130 - 10 130 10 170 1.1 KSI534013

POCKETBOY 170 - 10 170 10 220 1.1 KSI534017

POCKETBOY 130 - 20 130 20 170 0.9 KSI534213

POCKETBOY 170 - 20 170 20 215 0.9 KSI534217

POCKETBOY 130 - 26 130 26 165 0.8 KSI534413

POCKETBOY 170 - 26 170 26 210 0.8 KSI534417

POCKETBOY CURVE 130 - 8 130 8 175 1.2 KSI572613

POCKETBOY CURVE 170 - 8 170 8 220 1.2 KSI572617

F180 - 7.5 180 7.5 165 1.3 KSI512518N

F180 - 14 180 14 155 1.1 KSI514118

SUPER ACCEL 210 - 7.5 210 7.5 200 1.3 KSI511021

SUPER ACCEL 210 - 14 210 14 190 1.1 KSI511721

ULTRA ACCEL 240 - 7.5 240 7.5 300 1.3 KSI544424

ULTRA ACCEL CURVE 240 - 7.5 240 7.5 295 1.3 KSI544624

ULTRA ACCEL TAIKO 240 - 10 240 10 295 1.3 KSI544224
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Name saw Blade
(mm)

Teeth per
(30 mm)

Weight
(g)

Kerf 
(mm)

Reference

GOMBOY 210 - 10 210 10 230 1.2 KSI522121

GOMBOY 240 - 10 240 10 265 1.3 KSI522124

Example picture

GOMBOY 270 - 10 270 10 290 1.3 KSI522127

GOMBOY 300 - 10 300 10 315 1.3 KSI522130

GOMBOY 270 - 20 270 20 280 1.2 KSI529827

GOMBOY 300 - 6 300 6 310 1.3 KSI529430

GOMBOY CURVE 210 - 8 210 8 235 1.3 KSI571721

GOMBOY CURVE 240 - 8 240 8 265 1.3 KSI571724

GOMBOY CURVE 270 - 8 270 8 300 1.4 KSI571727

GOMBOY CURVE 300 - 8 300 8 325 1.4 KSI571730

BIGBOY 360 - 7 360 7 450 1.7 KSI635436

BIGBOY 360 - 10 360 10 450 1.7 KSI635036

BIGBOY 360 - 13 360 13 405 1.2 KSI635236

BIGBOY 2000 360 - 6.5 360 6.5 440 1.7 KSI635636

KATANABOY 500 - 5 500 5 950 1.9 KSI540350

KATANABOY 650 - 4 650 4 1250 2.4 KSI571065

KATANABOY 1000 - 5 - 2.5 1000 5 - 2.5 2090 2.4 KSI571099

WOODBOY 240 - 26 240 26 215 0.7 KSI638624

WOODBOY 240 - 32 240 32 220 0.6 KSI638824

WOODBOY DOVETAIL 240 - 32 240 32 285 0.6 KSI638424

TAKERUBOY 240 - 18 + 10 240 18 + 10 275 0.8 KSI641524

TAKERUBOY 270 - 18 + 10 270 18 + 10 300 0.9 KSI641527

TAKERUBOY 240 - 24 + 10 240 24 + 10 275 0.8 KSI641724

TAKERUBOY 270 - 24 + 10 270 24 + 10 300 0.9 KSI641727

LONGBOY 3600 - 7.5 2-EXT 360 7.5 2115 1.7 KSI636536

ZÜBAT 2700 - 7.5 1-EXT 330 7.5 1375 1.4 KSI327212

ZÜBAT 3300 - 7.5 1-EXT 330 7.5 1545 1.4 KSI327215

ZÜBAT 3900 - 7.5 1-EXT 330 7.5 1725 1.4 KSI327218

FORESTER 3000 - 7.5 2-EXT 380 7.5 1790 1.7 KSI027330

FORESTER 4500 - 7.5 2-EXT 380 7.5 2270 1.7 KSI027345
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Name saw Blade
(mm)

Teeth per
(30 mm)

Weight
(g)

Kerf 
(mm)

Reference

HAYATE 3800 - 6.5 1-EXT 420 6.5 2470 1.7 KSI037042

Example picture

HAYATE 5000 - 6.5 2-EXT 420 6.5 3170 1.7 KSI037142

HAYATE 6100 - 6.5 3-EXT 420 6.5 3930 1.7 KSI037242

HAYATE 7700 - 6.5 3-EXT 420 6.5 4550 1.7 KSI037742

HAYAUCHI 3670 - 6.5 1-EXT 390 6.5 2100 2.3 KSI017739N

HAYAUCHI 4900 - 6.5 2-EXT 390 6.5 2650 2.3 KSI017839N

HAYAUCHI 6300 - 6.5 3-EXT 390 6.5 3280 2.3 KSI017939N

HAYAUCHI 2400 - 6.5 3-EXT 390 6.5 2015 2.3 KSI017639N

HAYAUCHI 3670 480 1-EXT 480 6.5 2365 2.3 KSI073248

HAYAUCHI 4900 480 2-EXT 480 6.5 2915 2.3 KSI073348

HAYAUCHI 6300 480 3-EXT 480 6.5 3545 2.3 KSI073448

NATA 150 SINGE EDGE 150 - 705 - KSI755715

NATA 180 SINGE EDGE 180 - 750 - KSI755718

NATA 210 SINGE EDGE 210 - 825 - KSI755721

NATA 240 SINGE EDGE 240 - 870 - KSI755724

NATA 150 DOUBLE EDGE 150 - 705 - KSI755515

NATA 180 DOUBLE EDGE 180 - 750 - KSI755518

NATA 210 DOUBLE EDGE 210 - 830 - KSI755521

NATA 240 DOUBLE EDGE 240 - 880 - KSI755524

ONO 120 120 - 925 - KSI756810

YOKI 270 270 - 715 - KSI757027

Typing and printing errors reserved.
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